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Low speed longitudinal, directional, and lateral static stability character­
istics of the North American Rockwell Delta Wing Orbiter (Model 134B) were 
determined at a Mach number of 0.26 and a Reynolds number of 1.85 X 106/ft. in 
the NAAL 7.75 x 11 Foot Low Speed Wind Tunnel located at the International 
Airport, Los Angeles, California, during July 1970. The 0.00763 scale model 
basic body configuration was tested with several delta wings and vertical 
tail configurations. These configurations were tested at an angle of attack 
° 
range of '4 to 450 at fixed sideslip angles of 00, 30, 50, and 60 and at a ­
sideslip angle range of -80 to 80 at fixed pitch angles of 0, 120, 210, and
 
300. Tests at rudder deflections of -lO and -200 and sting offset angles of
 
°
00, 15 , and 450 were also conducted. 
TEST CONDITIONS 
TEST W ', 1-30 -12c5 
MACH NU1MBER 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 




























The initial measured data were referenced to the body axis system. Dynamic 
pressures were corrected for blockage effects due to the models. Measured 
axial force data were corrected for balance chamber, base pressures, and sting 
cavity pressureso Normal force data were corrected fcr sting effects and sting 
exit area and the pitching moment data were corrected as a function of normal 
force correction. The above corrected body axis data were then transferred to 
the stability axis system and corrected for wall'interference and tunnel block­
age effects. Wind tunnel wall interference corrections were applied to angle 
of attack, CD, and CIM, and final body axis data were computed from the cor­
rected stability axis data. Data were reduced to coefficient form by using 
the following reference valves for the data set identifiers indicated: 
DATA. SENT Sref (Wing Planform lref (Wing Mean b (Wing Equivalent 
IDENTIFIER Area, ft2 ) Aero Chord in) Span, in) 
RC51XX 0.3542 6.2656 10.856o 
RC52XXC 0.4256 7.1552 9o4 
RC53XX 0.2957 5.7280 9.92 
The moment reference point (MRP) is located 10.864 in. aft of the nose, on the 
body lateral reference line, and 0.992 in. above the bottom,of the body. The 
L/D data values are based on CDF data. Data input into SADSAC were CL, CDF, 
CIM, CN, CAF, CLN, CSL, CY, XCPN/L, and L/D. XCPY/L data values (center of 
pressure in the lateral force direction) were calculated by SADSAC. A body length 






B4 = Baseline body
 
w6 = Delta wing with -50 twist and clipped tip for vertical tail installa­
tion. Wing blended into body.
 
W7 = Same as W6 except for addition of a delta tip.
 
°
W8 = Delta wing 'with-5 twist and clipped tips for vertical tail in­
stallation. Wing blended into body. 
W9 Same as W8 except for addition of delta tips. 
W10 = Delta wing with -50 twist and clipped tips for vertical tail instal­
,lation. Wing blended into body. 
W1l = Same as W6 except moved forward 12% of Ow. 
W12 = Same as Wl except for addition of delta tips. 
V1O Twin vertical tail panels for W8. 
Vil Twin vertical tail panels for W6. 
V12 Twin vertical tail panels for WIO 
V13 Twin vertical tail panels for Wll 
R3 Rudder used with vertical tail VIO 
PT Pressure taps 












The above configurations vere tested at an angle of attack range of -40 to
 
°
450 at fixed sideslip angles of 0°, 3 , 50, and 60, and at a sideslip angle 
range of -8° to 80 at fixed pitch angles of 00, 12', 21', and 300. Tests at 
rudder deflections of -10° and -200 and sting offset angles of 00 150 , and 
450 were also conducted. 
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MODEL COMPONENT: BODY - I 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Basic fuselage of deltasing orbiter per NR 2.es 
Fuselage lines blended into wing per 9992-134i3.4wg. 9992-129-






1a(6.67 1.34TLength, ft 



















MODEL COMPONENT: Wing W6
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Dlta wing with - 5 deg. twist and clipped tip for Win 
vertical tail installation. Wing blended into body. Gecmetry originated by 
NH lines dwg. 9992-129E except for position (Same as WII except moved aft). 














































Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 













Span, (equivalent) , ft 
Aspect Ratio 
Taper Ratio 







Fus. Sta. of .25MAC 

W.P. of .25 MAC 
MLAC
B.L. of .25 
Leading .dge Cuff 




























784.43 5. __ 
1523.8758.21 	 o._4 
























MODEL COMPONENT: Wing, WT
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing. Same panel as Wing W6 except for additi6n 
of 	triangular tips. Wing has no provision for twin vertical, tail install­
ation (Ref. ifi lines dwg. 9992-29E). 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 S-863 (MNod) -4,-T
 






Planform 	 5080. o.296 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent), ft -08.4.d27 
Aspect Ratio 2.31 2.31 
Rate of Taper 1.72 1.72 
Taper Ratio 0.0 0.0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0 





Sweep Back Angles, degraes 
Leading Edge 60.0 6o.o 
Trailing Edge o.o 0.0 
0.25 Element Line 	 _____52.26 52.26 
Chords:, 	 in 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1125 55 8.59 
Tip, (equivalent) 0.0 0.0 
MAC 	 75_. 6 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 	 11.82
 
W.P. of .25'MAC 	 60.62 0.46 
B.L. of .25 tAC 216.18 1.65 
Airfoil Section 







-Area, f.t	 2137. 0.124 
Span, (equivalent) .70.19 _Q53__ 
Aspect Ratio 2.30 2.30 





---	 7308_ -- 5..58 . 
0.0 	 -0.0
Tip 
MAC 467.23 372 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC .izi-_ .,3-f _ 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 _ o79.24.6o 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 367.8o 2.81
 
Leading E-ge Cuff 2
Planform Area, ft	 41.259 0.0024 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Wing W8 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing with -5 deg. twist and cliped tips for twrin 
vertical tail installation. Wing blended into body. Follows NR lines 
9992-134B .
 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-87-m4 -7 




Area , ft 2 
Planform 5740. 0.334 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent), ft 0.32 0.689 
Aspect Ratio _ 1.42 1.42 
Rate of Taper 1.72 1.72 
Taper Ratio 0.238 0.23 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees -5.0- -5.0 
Toe-In Angle - -
Cant Angle - .. 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leadin9 Edge 6o.o 6o.o
 
Trailing Edge- 0.0 0.0
 
0.25 Element Line 52.20 52.20 
Chords:, in. 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1231.85 
Tip, (equivalent) 2.24 
MAC 858.8T 6.55 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC i475.90 11.26 
W.P. of .25 MAC 63.83. o.42_ 
B.L. of .25 MAC 215.40- 1.64 
Airfoil Section 
Root-w.S. 240 incidence = 00 IACA 0009-64 




Area, ft2 2526. 0.147 
Span, (equivalent), ft 5___.2._ o.4o6 
Aspect Ratio 1.12 1.12 
Taper Ratio 0.34 o.347 
Chords , in 
Root 846.17 6.46
 
Tip 293.44 2.24 
MAC 6--T4-6 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 3.612.66 
W.P. of .25 MAC .15 0.62 
B.L. of .25 IYAC -- 35U.5 2.72 
Leading Edge Cuff 




MODEL COMPONENT: Wing W9 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing. Same panel-as Wing W8 (9992-134B) except" 
for addition of triangular tips. Wing has no provision for twin vertical 
tail installation. 
DRAWING NUMBER: s-8y-4- -9 








Span (equivalent), ft .18.54 0.904 
Aspect.Ratio 2. ." 
Rate of Taper 1.72 1.72 
Taper Ratio 0 .0 0.0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees ..,0
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0
 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees -5.0 
Toe-In Angle . . 
Cant Angle - _ 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Lead"ily Edge 50.O 
-6o.-
Trailing Edge 0.0 0.0
 
0.25 Element Line 52.20 52.20in
Chords:, 

Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) i231.85 9.40
 
Tip, (equivalent) .0.0 0.0
 
MAC 823..23 6.27 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1504.13 11.48
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 66.49 0.5B.L. of .25 MAC 237.13 1.81 
Airfoil Section 
Root IxAA oo9-64 




Area , f 24&5. 0.2,45 
Span- (equivalent), ft ' _ 0.538 
Aspect Ratio 1.62 1.62 
Taper Ratio 0.0 0.0- -
Chords , in. 
Root -46.17 . 6.46-­
- -Tip-
_Q.0 0,0 
MAC 564-.1 4, ,O 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1695.27 12.95 
W.P. of .25 MAC 84.73 . ;6 _ 
B.L. of .25 MAC 385.62 2.94 





MODEL COMPONENT: wing W10
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing with -5 deg. twist and clipped tips for twin
 
vertical tail installation. Wing blended into body. Panels are as defined 
by lines dwg.-992-129. 
DRAWING NUMBER: s8-828-1, -2
 






Planform 6851. 0.399 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent), ft 9735 0.755
 
Aspect Ratio - .1.3 
Rate of Taper 1.72 1.72 
Taper Ratio 0.235 -0.235 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.0 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees -5.0 -5.0 
Toe-In Angle ­ _ 
Cant Angle
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
L ,dnd e 60.0 0 .0 
Trailing Edge o.0 0.0 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1345.22 0o.26
 




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 1409.44 10.75
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 78.44 o.6o
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 235.6o 1.80 
.Airfoil Section 
Root AcA 61U.o09 







Aspect Raio- 1.16 1.16 
Taper Ratio 0.331 0.331 
Chords, r 
Root 956.60- 7.30 
Tit o16.48 2.41 
MAC -- .0 ---
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 159 5 _." 12.17 
.P.of .25 MAC 95.93 0.73 
" B.L. of .25 'A _381F28 
Leading Edge Cuff 
Planfor Area, ft2 73.332 0.0043 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Wing W1l
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing with -50 twist and clipped tip for twin 
vertical tail installation. Geometry originated by R lines dwg. 9992-129E 
except for position. (Same as Wing W6 except moved fwd 12%of M.A.C.). 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-863-4, -5 




PIanform 4785. 0.279 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent), ft 82.48 0.629 
Aspect Ratio 1.42 1.42
 
Rate of Taper 1.72
 
Taper Ratio o2 0.237
 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.0
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0
 





Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 
Leading Edge 
__6o. _ 60.0 
Trailing Edge 0.0 . 1Q 
0.25 Element Line 52.26 52,26 
Chords:, in 
Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) . 1125.55 8.9 
Tip, (equivalent) 266.74 2.04 
MAC 784.43 5.99 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 143.h4 1o.94 
W.P. of .25 MAC 58.21 O.4 
B.L. of .25 MAC i9b.55 1.50 
Airfoil Section 
Root IoA 00O9-6i4 
Tip 
- mA 0012-64 
EXPOSED DATA
 
Area , ft0 1836. 0.l7 
Span, (equivalent), . 444.3o o._38 
Aspect Ratio 1.0 1.07 






Tip 266 I1lJ. _ . 
MAC 532.98 4,7
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 16PP.02 12. 8 
W.P. of .25 MAC 4z,8_ o.9 
B.L. of .25 MAC '1234 0.86 
Leading Edge Cuf
 
ft 2PlanformiArea, 48,805 0.0028 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Wink Wig
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta Wing, Same panel as Wing Wl except for addition 
;f 	triena ar tins.I Wing has no provisions for twin vertical tail installation. 
(Ref. 1R_ lines d. 9992-!2926) 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 S-863-4. -L
 
DIMENSIONS: 




Area, ft 2 
P1 anform 	 5080. 0.296 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent), ft 108.3k 0.82 
Aspect Ratio a.ji 2.31 
Rate of Taper 1.72 1.72 
Taper Ratio 00.0.0 
Diehedral Angle, degrees 7.0 7.0
 
Incidence Angle, degrees 0.0 0.0
 







Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading "Edge 6o.o 60.0 
Trailing Edge 0.0 0.0 




Root (Wing Sta. 0.0) 1-25.55 8.59
 




Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC- ..138.9W 11.13
 
W.P. of .25*MAC 	 6o.6' o6






Tip 	 mA. 002p-64
EXPOSED DATA
 
ft 2Area, 	 22o. 0.1n 
Span, (equivalent),tt 	 -69-91
 
Aspect Ratio 2._1 2.31 
Taper Ratio 0.0 0.0 
Chords , in 
Root 
-127-9 5.r5 
Tip 0.0 0.0 
MAC 485.29 - 3.70 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 	 1657,79 2.65 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 79.37 0.61 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 368.91 2.81 
Leading Edge Cff
t2Pldnform Area, 	 =0.28 
13 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tall - ViO 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Twin vertical tail panels of delta wing orbiter. Panels 
are attached to clipped tips of Wing W8. (Ref. BR lines dwg. 9992-134B) 
9992-134B 
DRAWING NUMBER: 	 sa7-8 0-lo.-n 
DIMENSIONS: 

TOTAL DATA (Data for'1 of 2 sides
 


















Incidence Angle, degrees 











0.25 Element Line 
Chords: 	, in. 
Root (az tcQvert. Sta.O. 
Tip, (equivalent) 
MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P of .25 IvAC 























-MA& . ... 
Fus. Sta. of-.25 MAC
 
W.P. of .25 MAC 








































































MODEL COMPONENT- Vertical Tail V1 
PanelsGENERAL DESCRIPTION Twin vertical tail panels of adita wing orbiter. 






TOTAL DATA (Iata for 1 of 2 sides 
-in vertical tail Ref. Paane) 
Area, ft 2 
P1 anfom 49i.9 0.023 
Wetted 
Span (equivalent): ft _ 6._ 0.200 









Incidence Angle, degrees -

Aerodynamic Twist, degrees -

Toe-kb6oOal Out Angle 2.88 2.88
 
Cant 'Angle .. 0.0 30.0
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees
 





_0 ­0.25 Element Line - 32.40 -.

Chords: in. 
Root (Wimx Stwx ) Vert. Sta. .0 286.30 2.18 
Tip, (equivalent) -7197 0... 
MAC ­ 2.50 ____ 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 2013.4T 15.36 
W.P. of .25 MAC 194.91 ' 1.X9
 
557.2 4-25




























Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 

UP. of .25 MAC
 
B.L; of .25 MAC
1. 

MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail, V12 
Twin vertical tail panels of delta wing orbiter. PanelsGENERAL DESCRIPTION: 

Basic geometry is defined by NR
are attached to clipped tips of Wing Wio. 




 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
TOTAL DATA (Data for 1 of 2 sides 








Span (equivalent), :t. .0.257 
16..65Aspect Ratio 

Rate of Taper 0.475 0. ___
 
Taper Ratio -- .3;F7 6 
-Diehedral Angle, degrees -
Incidence Angle, degrees 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 
Toe-In Angle 6.o ___ 
Cant Angle 2___.0,Q
 









0.25 Element Line - 40-27 4o.27
 
Chords:
Root (4MAm Sta. O.0)tert.Sta. 0.0 2.6o
oo. 
Tip, (equivalent) 148.89 ifl MAC 
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC _ S3 15.22 
281.15 2,3-5W.P. of .25 MAC 





ak OOiPj- 64Root 



















Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC 
W.P..o? .25 MAC
 
B.L. uf .25 RAC 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Vertical Tail, V13
 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Tin vertical tail panels of delta wing orbiter. Panels are 
.attacbed to clif'ed tips of Wing Wn.. (Ref. NR lines dvg. 9992-129E) 
Same as V11 except moved forward 12% 34. 
DRAWING NUMBER: S-.3-'.--2.-l4,-15 
DIMENSIONS: FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
TOTAL DATA (Data for. I of 2 sides in ver­




Span (equivalent), ft 26.25 0.200 
Aspect Ratio 1.76 1.76 
Rate of Taper 0.G8o 0.680 
Taper Ratio 0.251 0.251 
Diehedral Angle, degrees - - -
Incidence Angle, degrees - -
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees - -
ToeiTr-95c,- Out Angle 2.88 2.88 
Cant Angle 30.00 30;00
 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 8. 36.9 
Trailing Edge 3 6.43 
0.25 Element Line __ .o_._-__ 
Chords:, in. 
Root (y Sta. O.O)Vert. SIt. 0.0 286&.0 2.18 
Tip, (equivalent) 71_97- 0.55 
MAC 20.50 
Fus.- Sta. of .25 MAC 1922.99. 1467, 
W.P. of .25 MAC _9k.g1_ 1.49 
B.L. of .25 MAC '55T.4 4.__ 
Airfoil Section 
Root Auk 00j-64 

















Fus. Sta. of ,25 MAC 
V.P. of .25 MAC 
_ 
BL. of .25A: 
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MODEL COMPONENT: Rudder, R3
 








DIMENSIONS: (Data for I-of 2 sides in ver-






Span (equivalent), ft 24.37 0.186 
Inb'd equivalent chord, in 138.72 1.038 
Outb'd equivalent chord, in 69.36 0.529 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 0.425 0.125 
At Outb'd equiv. chord i.000 1.000 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 
Tailing Edge 
Hingel ine -19. _ -19.70 





__ _  
__ 
__ 
TEST N (gQO DATA SET COTLATION SHEET-AAL 
0 PRETEST 
E3 POSTTEST 
DATA. SET SCUD. CONTROL DEFLECTIO NO. MACl NUMBERSof
IDENTIFIER CONFIGURATION 




/3..A AI0ho S2PJ3* 6q\,V1 in0 -PrA 




NsI L/ A c! ' 
340 13 _ _ 
I'4- A " 15 4­H-fl--- A~ 
So- 1 1 471 




7 13 25 31 37 43 49 55 61 
-r r L5 - 'C -/CPA-LL D 
, S 12'> /_3-, ,z -30 ?S 40,t A /& / 1O7 2 s 99 NDV 
3 / / < t >? 0//;? 3 o s c c z






NAAL oZ3o DATA 
CONTROL DEFLECTION NO. 
of 
__ ___ _SRUNS 










A 50---1 -c, 
L'5', 
4, 
Iss, / -. ,Ic& . 
-(0l V6jW 0 ' AL0
° 
' -IZ z-I­ 1 1 
_ I ! __ _ __ _ _ A °. _ -2zoO - _I 
1 7 13. 19 25 31 37 43 '9 55 61 67 7576 
COEFFICIENTS: 








CONTROL DEFLECTIO NO. 
, of 
=RUNS 
































o Zq- -• 
. r - / / / 
q 7, -0, 









The North American Rockwell Aerodynamics laboratory (NAAL) 7.75 x 11 foot 
Wind Tunnel (located at the International Airport, Los Angeles, California) 
is a continuous flow, closed circuit single return type tunnel, capable of 
speeds up to 220 miles per hour. The test section is vented to atmospheric 
pressure and is 7,75 feet high by 11 feet wide by 12 feet in length. Power 
is supplied by a 1250 horsepower nacelle mounted synchronous motor driving a 
19 foot seven blade laminated birch propeller. The airspeed is controlled by 
varying the degree of coupling between the motor and propeller by means of a 
magnetic clutch. A damping screen and honeycomb section have been installed 
in the settling chamber upstream from the contraction cone (ratio 7.53 to 1) 
to minimize turbulence in the test section. The AAL Wind Tunnel has been 
in operation since June 1943 and calibrations are available over a wide range 
of test conditions. 
Tests may be conducted using a variety of mounting systems, e.g., a single 
strut, double strut, sting strut, reflection-plane, cable suspension, and-two 
dimensional wall. Aerodynamic data may be measured by a planar type external 
balance system or sting mounted internal balances. Instrumentation is avail­
able for recording 24 channels of force data on strip chart recorders and for
 
photographically recording multiple pressures on manometer boards. These
 
data are rapidly reduced and plotted by automatic data processing equipment.
 
Additional information about this facility is presented in the-Users Manual
 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
Abb base area; m,2 i, in
2 
a F speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec 
AR ASPECT aspect ratio, b2/S 
"b REFB wing span or reference span; m, ft, in 
a wing chord; m, ft, in 
owing mean aerodynamic chord or reference 
chord; m, ft, In (see Iref or refl) 
e.g. center of gravity 
C.P. center of pressure 
CA CA axial force coefficient, FA/qSref 
CACb CAB base axial force coefficient,(Ab/SPef [ (P. -Pb) /q ] 
CA CAF forebody axial force coefficient, CA - CAb 
CD CDTOTL drag force coefficient in the wind axis 























drag force coefficient in the stability axis 
system, F'/q S 
D ref 
lift force coefficient (stability or wind axis) 
FL/q Sref 
rolling moment coefficient in body axis 
system, Mx/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the stability
axis system, Mx, s/q Sref b 
rolling moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, Mx, w/q Sref b 
pitching moment coefficient in the body axis 
system, M/q Sref Iref 
pitching moment coefficient in the stability 
axis system, C = Cm,s mn 
pitching moment coefficient in the wind axis 
system, M wi/q Sref Aref 
normal force coefficient in the body axis 





SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
C CYN yawing moment coefficient in the body axis
 
a system, Mz/q Sref b
 
CUCN yawing moment coefficient in the stability
 
-axis system, C = C
nDS n
 
C CIS yawing moment coefficient in the wind axis
 
system, M ~/Sref b
-nUw 
Cp- CP pressure coefficient, (p-pm) /q 
C CY side force coefficient (body or stability axis
 
Y 
 system), F/q Sef "
 
C CC side force coefficient (wind axis system),
 
c F/q Sref 
FA axial force; N, lb 
FD drag force in wind axis system; N, lb 
F drag force in the stability axis system; N, lb 
FL lift force (stability or wind axis system); N, lb 


























side force; N, lb 
normal to axial force ratio 
reference length; m, ft, in (see c) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (stability axis 
system) 
lift-to-drag ratio, CL/CD (wind axis system) 
Mach number
 
abbreviation for moment reference point
 












rolling moment in the body axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 












pitching moment in the body (or stability) 
axis system; N-m, ft-lb 




yawing moment in the body axis system;
N-m, ft-lb 











static pressure; N/m 2 ; psi 
total pressure; N/m2; psi 
dynamic pressure; N/m 2 , psi, psf 
Reyaold's number per unit length; million/ft. 
wing area; m2 , f62 
reference area; m2 , t2 
T 
V 
temperature; OK, °C, OR, OF 
speed of vehicle relative to surrounding 






tail incidence positive when trailing edgeiT 
down, deg 
velocity of vehicle relative to surrounding 
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec 
angle of attack, angle between the projectiona ALPHA 
of the wind XYW-axis on the body X, Z-plane 
and the body X-axis; deg 
BETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis 
and the projection of this axis on the body 
X-Z-plane; deg 
Ty ratio of specific heats 
r DMDRL wing dihedral angle; deg 
acontrol surface deflection angle; deg 
positive deflections are: 
aileron - left aileron trailing edge downAILRON 
elevator - trailing edge downELVATR 
rudder - trailing edge to the leftBUDDER 
flap - trailing edge downFLAP 
tab - trailing edge down with respectTAB 
to control surface 





SYMBOL SYMBOL 	 DEFINITION 
o 	 pitch angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Y-axis, positive when the positive Z-axis-is 
rotated toward the positive X-axis; deg 
* 	 PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body X­
axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is 
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; deg 
PS 	 yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body 
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is 


















elevator or elevon 
flap 
rudder or ruddervator 
stability axis system 
tail, or total conditions 





ADDITIONS TO NOMENCIATURE 
SADSAC 
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION 
BHKT sting offset bracket angle, degrees 
XCPY/L lateral force direction center of pressure; 
xMnI/L-(BR /L)CNlC) 
XCPN/L normal force direction center of pressure; 
MP/I- (arM/CN) (LRBF/L) 









1. Positive directions of force coefficients
 




2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability
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Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and 
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FIC5WE 3. DRAWING OF-DELTA WfNG ORBirER IBVlV1''ll2' 
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Figure 6. Front, Bottom View, Showing Complete Model Configuration, B4W 8V1 0 
p.­
".7 
Figure 7. Aft, Top View, Showing Delta-Tip Wing Configuration, B4W9 
38 
Figure 8. Aft, Bottom View, Showing Delta-Tip Wing Configuration, B4W9 
Figure 9. 	 Bottom View, Showing Complete Model Configuration 
Installed on 450 Sting Angle Bracket, B4 Wl 0V1 2 
39 
Figure 10. Top View, Showing Complete Model Configuration 








EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETAWOeD DEG
 
DEPENDENT VARIABLE VS INDEPENDENT VARIABLE, PARAMETRIC STURY
 
DATASETS PLOTTED: 
RC5273 RC5248 RCBS 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA I I 
LID ALPHA 2 2 
XcPN/L ALPHA 3 3 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETAmO#O DEG
 

























EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETA=BeO DEG
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL ALPHA 7 7 
LID ALPHA 8 a 





EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETA*6IO DEG
 

























RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETAzO.O DEG
 





--	 DErNDFT INDEPENDENT p'OT PAGEr 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDI NG 
CL ALRHA -13 13"
 
L/D ALPHA 1'4 1
 
XCPN/L ALPHA 15 15
 
CSL ALPHA 16 16
 
CLN ALPHA 17 17
 
CY ALPHA is is
 
-RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS DETA*OD DEG
 






nrPENDEMT nrprmnrwr- P6fl PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CDF 	 i9 19
 
CL CLM 	 20 20
 





RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETAm3,O DEG
 


























CY ALPHA 27 27 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=3,O DEG
 




.. .. RC5i6O RC5158 RC51 2
 
nEPFNDENT DEPENDFNT PLOT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CDF 28' 28 
Cl Cl M 29 2Q 
L/D CL 30 30 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=6.O DEG
 






DEPFNDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE . B-E5-I-NNNG. END-I-NG-
CL ALPHA 31 31 
ID AtPHA 32 32 
XCPN/L ALPHA 33 33 
CSL ALPHA 3Q4 
CLN ALPHA 35 35 
Cy ALPHA 36 36 
44 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
DATA PLOT INDEX
 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETAw6*0 DEG
 






fEPrNnFNT flpNnFNT PLOT PAGF 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CD 37 37 
CL CLM 38 31 
LID CL 39 39 
COMPONENT BUI,LDUPBASELINE CONFIGURATION
 




RCSIAR -RC5122 BC5127 RCS172
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGr 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING t ENDING, 
CL ALPHA 40 4a) 
L/D ALPHA 41 - 1 
XcPN/L ALPHA 42 '42 
COMPONENT BUILDUPBASELINE CONFIGURATION
 




RCSI2 RC5122 81527 RCSI72 
DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CDF 43 43 
CL CLM '94 44 





COMPONENT BUILDUP W5 WING CONFIGURATION
 




RC5382 RCB3q RC5345 RC5340 
DEPrNDENT INDEPENDFNT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA q6 46 
L/D ALPHA 47 '7 
XcPN/L ALPHA 48 i'8 
COMPONENT BUILDUP WS WING CONFIGURATION
 




RCS3R2 RCS3141 RCS3145 RCS3qO 
DEPENOrN T 0FRENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL CDF '9 49 
CL CLM SO SO 
LID CL 51 SI 
COMPONENT BUILDUP w6 WING CONFIGURATION
 




RC5382 RCS335 RC5336 RC5337 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
V-AR-IABLE VKRI-ABLE BEGTNNING / ENDING 













COMPONENT-BUILDUP W6 WING CONFIGURATION
 




RC5382 RC5335 3C5336 RCS337
 
- EPENDFNT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGF 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNI.NG / END-NG
 
CL CDF 55 55. 
CL CLM 56 56 
L/D CL 57 57 
'DELTA TIP WING CQMPARISON
 




RC527 RC5lq5 8C5136 
DEPFNDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE -VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALUHA 58 53 
L/D ALPHA 59 59 
XcPN/L ALPHA 60 60". 
DELTA TIP-WING COMPARISON
 






DEPFNDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
-ARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CDF 61 61
 
CL CLM 62 62
 








































DEPENDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CDF 67 67
 
CL CLM 68 68
 
LID CL 69 69
 
EFFECT OF -STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKTuO6O DEG
 





DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 






























EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DrFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKTuO6O DEG
 






DEPVNDENT DEPgNDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CDE 76 71 
CL CLM 77 77 
- CL 78LD 78 

EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKTsIS, DEG
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGF, 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA 79 79 
LtD AlPHA 80 8o 
XCPN/L ALPHA al al 
CgL, ALPHA 82 82 
CLN ALPHA 83 83 
cY ALPHA 81 84 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKTuIBt DEG
 





























EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET D9FLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKT-qS, DEG
 






DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING 
CL ALPHA as 88 
L/D ALPHA 89 89 
XcPN/L ALPHA 90 90 
C L ALPHA 91 91 
CLN ALPHA 92 92 
Cy ALPHA 93 93 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKT-qSo DEG
 





























RC5172 RCS190 RCS137 RCb173
 
DEPENDENT TNDEPjNDENT PLOT PAGF 
V-A RIA BL E - -V-A R-I-A B .-.E--- -BE G--N N-I-N G-/ EN D-?N G 
CL ALPHA 97 97 
L/D ALPHA 98 98 











RC5172 RC51qO RC5137 RCS173
 
nEPFNDENT DEPENDENT PLOT PAGF
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CL CDF 100 1oa
 
CL CLM l0i 101 
L/D cl. 102 102 
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK BWS CONFIGURATION
 




iCS162 XC5163 XC5164 XCS165
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PLOT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CSL BETA 103 103 
CLN BETA log '104 
CY BETA 105 OS 
XCPYIL BETA 106 10k 
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK B4W9 CONFIGURATION
 




XC5166 XC5167 XCS168 XC5I69
 
DEPENDENT INDEPENDENT PL:OT PAGE
 
VARIABLE VARIABLE BEGINNING / ENDING
 
CSL BETA 107 107
 
CLN BETA 1O log
 
CY BETA 109 109
 






EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK B'W8VIO CONFIGURATION
 











BEGINNING / ENDING 
CSL BETA III III 
CiN BFTA 112 112 
CY - BETA 113 113 
XCPY/L BFTA l14 11Y 
NOTE: 
Presentations of L/D, XCPN/L, and XCPY/L vere allowed to exceed grid 





A tabulated data listing, consisting of a 1 aero data sets, both original
 
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse­
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
 
made up in three sections:
 
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
 
(b) 	an expanded list of all data sets, containing the identifier,
 
the descriptor, the resident dependent variables, reference
 
data, parameters and respective values, and independent varia­
ble ranges.
 
(c) 	the full list of all data sets containing all resident or
 
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
 
the above mentioned information.
 
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ­
izations: 
NASA AMES Mr. John Axelson 
- NASA LaRC Mr. David Stone 
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson 
NASA MSFC Mr. Jim Weaver 
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog­




Chrysler Corporation Space Division
 


















_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ 
-O 
-065 5 1a IfI 20 25 30 35 40 4i so 55 60 63 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BRKT PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
h-0i6ETP MACK 0025. 0.00 REFS 0.4256 $Q.FT. 











REFERECE FILE NAAL 630 NA-EE-35N SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC52730 19 DEC 70 PAGE I
 
:EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRAcET DEFLECTION BETA=O.ODEC r 
r ' 
i 
- 5 o s 23 3v 35 40 45 50 55 60 6s 










" .. REFERENCE' INFORMATION 
REFS 0.4256 sa.Hi 
REFL 7.1552 INc -s' 
9.0400 INCHES'XMRF 10-8640 INCHS 










NAAL Ca DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W10 V12 (RC5273) 19 (JE ?0 PAGE 2 
4 
------- -- 
EFFECT 0 ,NGOFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETA=O.O DEG
 
.oo..., ,,,.. .-............ ... . .. 
 . . . . . ... 
 .
 










" a 5 10 15 a0 25 3 35 40 45 50 53 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPFHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BRKT PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMA71ON 
a a000 MACH 0.259 BETA 01000 REFS 0.4236 S .T 
13 15o000 REFL 7.1552 I.1 1% 
9.0400 INCHCS4500REFS
0 5ODXMRF 10.86413 INCHES 
YHRP 0OooO INCHES 
ZHRP 0:9900 INCHES 
REFERENCE FZLF NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE OD076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 [RC5273) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 3 
EFFECT OF 3SING-OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETA= 0.0DEG
 










-0.C0.1 % 2 03 0.4 0.5 0.0 C-.7 09 ___ 1.0 1.1 2.2.. 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CO­
.S7148L- SRKT FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
Q0.0Q MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 	 REFS 0.4256 S0.FT,S 15.000 	 REFL 7.1552 INCHES 
REFB 9.0400 INCHES 
o 45.000 
.XNR? 10.0640 INCHES
flIRP 0,OO0u INCHES, 
ZNRF 0.992a INCHES. 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALEREFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 
NAAL G30 SSV DLT'A WING ORBITER B4 WI 0 V12 CRC5273) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 
 4 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION 
Is - ___ ____ ___ 
1.4 
BETAZO.O DEG 






0 . 2 
. 
50O .45 .40 .35 *30 25 .20 .15 .10 .3 .01) -.*03 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLK
 
SYMBOL 09RlT "FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
S 0.000 MACH D.R59 BETA 0.000 REFS 0z4256 SQFT.
S 15.000 REFL 7.I52 INCHES 
9.0400 INCHES
4500REFS
@ 5.00XMRP 10.8640 INCHES
 




REFERENCE FILE NAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WN V2 (RC5273F 19 DEC 70 PAGE 5
 





-0 -0,4 02 0o.2 0.4 0.6 b.8 1.0 . 1.4 1 .6 1.,8 
6 o00V RT 10AtRAHET FVALUS LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL REFERENCE ORHATIO 

















NAAL t30 REFERENtE ' SSV DE, ILE N 
NAAL 6 0 NA-70-351 






EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETA=5.0 DEG
 








- - 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 5$ 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL aR9T PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a a.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 5,000 	 REFS 0.4256 SQ.FT.
3 15.000 	 REFL 7.15&2 INCHES 
0 45.000 	 REFS 9.0400 INCHES 
45000 	 XRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YHRP 0,0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0,9990 INCHES 
SCALE 0,0076 SCALEREFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 MA-?0-351 

NAAL 60 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WI V12 (RC52473 19 DEC 70 PAGE 7
 






a0 inr 1r-, to 3,- 35 40 cYrrrr r5SorGo' 
FT SBj SRKIT 




















NAAL Ca VDELTA WINO ORBITER 4 W10 VI 2, RC5247]1 lqEC 70 PAGE 
EFFECT 0 N OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION BETA=5.0 DEG
 
C) .05 	 _ _ _ '____ _ _ __ _ 
















5 11 5 10 	 I5 20 2 3W 35 40 45 50 o W5 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYNBOL SRKT PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o a.ova HACH 0.259 BETA 5.000 REFS 0.4256 S0.FT. 
0 stOOO REFL 7.1552REFS 9.0400 INCHESINCHES
 
o 	 45.000 X4RP 20.864D INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 

NAAL 630 "SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WIO V12 (RC5247) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 9
 









-0.6,.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 a.1 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 IZ 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, CDF 
SXNOL SRKT PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 5,00Q REFS 0.4256 SQB. 
15.000 REFLREFB 7.15529.0400 IN osiINCHOES 







REFERENCE FILE NAAL 650 NA-70-35 SCALE 0,0076 SCALE 
NAAL 830 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W-I0 VIZ CRC5247) I DEC' 70 PAGE 10 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE'BRACKET DEFLECTION BETA=5.O DEG
























REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 

NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5247) 19.DEC 70 PAGE 11
 
4 
EFFECT OF S1IfNG OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION' BEJA=5,..Q DEG
 
-r1r 1 1-- I . 1 - 1 - - - - --	 r 
4• 	 1 
A.0 -0.4 -0.2 ,0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
SYM OL BRXT FAAE VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATIQH 
0 a MACH 0.25 BETA 5"009 REFS 0.4256 49_FT. 
11 15.000 	 REFL 7.1552 IHCHFS 
REFB 9.0400 INCES
 
0 	 45.000 XMRP 10.8640 tng ms 
YMRF 0.O000a rNCj'E$ 
ZHRF 0.9920 Ip¢pES 
REFERENC F AAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0,0D76
 
NAAL GPO SSV DEL N ORBITER B4 W10 V12 CRC5247) 19 DEC 70 PAWE 1 ? 












AB.5ab 1 5 O 30 35 40 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
M0ODACH O.Z59 BETA 0,605 
1000REFB 
-0.2 -
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 650 NA-70-351 
SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W8 VIO R3 (RC5170) 
4 5 0 55 6 11 65 
REFERENCE INFORMATTON 
REFS 0,3542 SQFT.6 INCHES 
80,560 1NHEXR_ 10, 640 NC S 
YHRP~~O.eO XCHES 
0.000 INCHES 
ZHR ,9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0,0076 SCALE 
19 DEC 70 PAGE 13 






S 10 is 20 25 30 35 4LO AV 5 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATI q92.OD M 0.259 BETA 0.OO0 REFS 0.3542 §,,FT. 
0 -10.003 REFL 0.26S6 INHES 
REFS 10. 560 JqCHES 
0 O.ODB XHRP 10.8640 IngES 
fZRP 0.9920 lIngES 
SCALE 0.0076 §EALEREFERENCE FILE HAAL 630 NA-70-351 

NA SDELTA WING GRBI1TER B4 WS VIO R3 [RC51703 19 4C 70 ,PAGE 14, 












03 .5 la 15 2a 2 
3 3 4 5 60 6 













REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6 2656 INCHES 
10:65 60 INCHESHRP a.864 CH  









NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WO VIC R3 CRC5170) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 15 












-o05 0 5 10 is So 25 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 S 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
iy fBOj RUDDER FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIOtl 
- REFL 62656 INUES 
10 REF S 10856 a 10 E 
YR0 0.000_ _NHE 
ZMRF o.99e0 IkAJES 
REFERENCE FILE HAAC 630 NA-70-'SJ 




NX L 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 V10 R3 [RC5170] i bEt 70 PAGE i 8, 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETAzO0O DEG
 
.04 	 . 
z 










-. 0 0 	 R1 . 6N 
a0 5 o s 20 2 3 5 0 43 5 5. 60 eANLa OF ATTCK ALPHA, DEGREES 

-. 03 	 X _ _ _1.64 I H 
- .0 0 HAH 0.5 BT noo 	 ES 54 Q. 
-*J-t5 0 	 * S01 *t tA 25 S 5 4fl 45 5 0 55" - -
AGEOF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
;rHSOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 RFRC INFORHATION 
o - aO.000 MACN Q.25o STA 0.000 	 teSD.52sQ.T. 
- DDDREFL 6.2656 INCHES 
D-0.0EVFS 10.8560 INCHES 
o 	 0.000 gMRp ±0.8640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.99 0 INCHE3 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 	 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIO R3 (RCSI70) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 17
 
RUDDER EFFECTMENESS BETA=O0. 0 DE:h 














- 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 4f 50 55 60 5
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYjBOL RannER EAFAMETRIC VA4V(S REFERENCE INFORMATION 
















ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL q3O A-70-'351 SCALE 0.0016 
SCALE 
NAAL G30 SSV DELTA.WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIO R3 CRC5170) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 18 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETM=O.O DEG
 
I













0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFrCIENT. CDF
 
SYMBOL RVE S PARANfTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O - ZU.00O MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 REFS 0.3542 S.FT. 
- 0.000 REFL 6,2656 INCHES 
REFS 1.8560 INCHES o 	 0.000 XHRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YNRF 0. 000 INCHES 
ZHnP V.9920 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 650 NA-70-351 	 SCALE a" 076 3CALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 V10 R3 (RC5170) 19 OEQ 70 PAGE 19
 







W 0.6 	 .. 
0.4
 
-0.-0.2 	 _ 
-0.4
g%'L 1u ZZ l 4N MI1.1 " VP L MJ F r.., AL - z_ 
.50 ,-,,5 .35 .30} .25 .20 .15 .10 Qs P9I '-.05' -. 10' -15 -. 20 
PITCF41NG MOMENT 'COEFFICIENT, CLM
 
S5fi 'd&'	RUDDBER 'F'AiAMEfTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INtFORM'-ATION! 
Zb0.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 0.000 ,REFS 0.3542 sa,'frl. 
-18.000 	 REFL ,6.°2656 1 = EHs
RFB-	 10.8560. 1_ _. 




-- b. -13.4 -0.2 .0 0.2 0.4 0,6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1 4 1.6 1.8 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL
 
SYMBOL 2uDocr FARA4E1C VA.LUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-20.-000 MACH 0.259 BEA 0 000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FTo 










RFRNEFL AL630 NA-70-351 	 SCALE D.U076 SCALE
 
NAAL_ G30 SSV DET IGORBITER B4 WS VIO R3 CRC5170) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 21 
RUDDER EFFeCTiVENESS BETA=3.- DEG 
1.6 
1.2 Of= 
0 -' 0.6 
D.4 
1.0 el l___ 
-0.4 
-0.6 
- I1 15 20 25 30 35 40 0 35 60 05 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA.;DEGREES
 
syr"L RUDDER FARAMETRIC VALU-S REFERENCE INFORMATION 
O 20.000 MACH 0,259 BETA 3.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ'#T, 
o - IO - REFL 1 0 6.206 5 60 I C E S  S NCN&SE 1 0 0 0R 
o 0.000 XHRF 10.8640 INCHES. 
YHRF 0.000a INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920
 SALE




 NAAL 630 NA-70-351
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIC R3 (RC5160) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 22:
 









-o000RF 	 10:50 ICE
 
I 3 
25 30 35 4 4 0 5 60 
a -	 _0__ 
-- 5 10 15 20 25 30 33 40 t 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYNSOL RUDDER FARAflTRIC VALUS REFERENCE INFORMATION 
C- 20.000 HAK .259 BETA 3,000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
o - to.ooo 6E6 I,50 JC 








REFERENCE FILE UAAL 630 NA-70-351
 
NAAL gF SV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W8 VIO R3 (RCIS60) 13 DEC 70 PAGE 23 
RUDDER EFkCTIVENESS BETA=3.0GEG 
Z 






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
MACH 0.259 BETA 3,000 
REFERt'NCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-T0-35i 
SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIO R3 (RC5IGO) 8 (SEC 
REFERENCE INFORHATIOR 
REFS D.3542 sa.vy. 
EFL 5.2656 ImC£5 
10.8560 1ItSX"RF 10.8640 I.4mEs 
YHRP D.0000 It HES 
Z'RP D.S99E I itAE$ 
SCALE Q.Gam5 seALE 
70 PAGE 2k 
__ __ 
---
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETA3.0 DEG






u,005tn- .°°° 	 ___ /i____ 
I_. -*Qo5 	 ­
uj -. 010 
z.
 
-,o a a o 	 . 15 o 5 o 35 4 9 . 
ANGLEOF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
SyMOL RUDDER PAAMTRIC VLUES 
a - 20.000 ACH 0 259 	 BETA O00 
E - 1 0 .0 0 0 
0.00 0 
REF R E C E F L E NAAL $0 N -70- 31 

*i J -
_ _ __ - -
-- -.. 
I 
















SCALE a lools SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 4 W8 VIO R3 RCS16) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 25
 
' I






i i 25 25 30 40 45 50 55 60 05-5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
RUBBER __ _ PARAMETRIC VALUE$ RFERENCE INFORATI
 
S20.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 3.0013 REFS 0.3S42 S6117 
10l.000 REFL 6.2656 I{t Es 
.00REFS - 10.8560 INEVI 5 




REFEREM E FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-35i SCALE 0.0076 ttLE .
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIO R3 (RC516O) i 9 DEC- 70 PAGE 26, 
___ __ 
____ 
_ _ _ __ 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=3.0 DEG
 



















-3_ 0 5 10 15 20 25 3D 35 40 4; 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYFMSQL RUDCER . AR AETI~c VA .LJ REFERENCE INFORHATIONo - 20.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 3,000D REVS 0.3542 S0.FT. 
" OO REFL 6.2&56 INCHES
o 000REB 10.8560 INCHESO 0.000 XHRF 10.8640 INCHES 
YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZIIRP 0.9920 INCHES 
RE;EREHCE. FILE NAAL. 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.00OG6 SCALE
 












R .2 MS.E 
-I°
 
0.0B ___t 10.860 
-o° -.. ..........K'......
 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
FOREBOOY CRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
syMso RUDR FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE YNFORNATON 





o 000REVS 10.8560 1NCAE5








REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-?0-351
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIO R3 (RC51GO) 19. DEC 70 PAGE 28
 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS BETA=3.0 DEG
 










.59 .45 .40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .- -.05 -.10 -. 15 -.20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYMBOL RUDDE PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0- . 20.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 3.060 REFS 0.3542 SorFT. 
- 30.000 REFLREFB 6.2656108560 INCHES INCHES 
o 0.000 XHRF 10.0640 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.992a INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE DOa76 SCALE 







10°.. .. ... 




. 10 .2 1. 16 . 





















SYMB~ R E nNC FILAE 630RNC
RUDO 

NAA 63O0 SS DELT ORBITER [3'8 i R R510 1 7 AG 0 £ 
RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS 
*.8 ~r, -r-r,-,- rrrr -rr, BETA=6.O DEG -rrrr n-rr rrrr -­ r,-j r,,, -,-rr ,, I -,n rj ,rrr frj 
1.4_ 
'.4 
_ _ _ _ "___ _  _ _ __ 
_ _ 
1.2 








z 10 15 20 F5 3O 15 40 4, so B55 6 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL FARA49TRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 20.000 MACH 0.959 BETA b.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
- 0.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
0 .000 REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
XMRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YMRF
ZRF 0.00000.9920 INCHESINCHES 
REFERENCE FILE T NAL 6F NA-7V-U51 SCALE O 0.006 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 4 W8 V1 R3 (RC5161) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 31 






.. ...  ..........
 
-- 155, la is 20 25 30 35 An 45 so 5 '0 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBO RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 
- 20.000 M0259 BETA 6.00 REFS 0.3542
 
0. -
___. REFL 6.2656 5 Q 
0 ,OOXHRP 10.8640 INCHE9' 
YMRF 0.O0000 INCHES 
•ZHRF 0.9920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.0076 SC £c 
NAAL SV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIOzR3t (RC51 61] 19 MC 70 PAGE 32 














___ ___ ___ ___ 













6 6 6 









N AA48L SV 30Z 
S 
REERNEIL AAL60NALE 
AVDELTA MI G OB T ER 
R 5EECF 10 15 
FSD L AR I C6ORA IUES 
35 ATTA0 ASCAALEG 
84 W8 3 ( C5 6 
















RUDOER EFFLCIIVENESS BETA=S. OW3 














-. 030 . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 23 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
5Y8iOL RUDDER . PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE JNFORXATIOR 
o io .Ooo MACH O.25 BETA 6.00? REFS 0.3542 S0.FTI EFL 6.2656 INCHES-t 
o "0;00 )t1RF 10.640 INCHE9 
YNRP 0.0000 InctgEA 
ZHRF 0.992 rNCHEf 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTIA WING ORBITER B4 W8 ViG0 R3 CRC5161) 19 DE 70 PAGE 34
 











-. I10 is 20 23 30 35 40 45 so 5S 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL RUVOSR PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
G - 20.000 MACH 0.259 BETA 61000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
El - IU.o00 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
raP I06 INCHES0 0.000 
 XNR ,0.640 INCHES 
YHRP .. 000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.99e0 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W8 VIO R3 (RC51GI) 19"DEC 70 PAGE 35
 




________ _______ _ 
.10 











-. 1 D 15 205 25 38 35 40 4 so 5 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES-

SYMBOL RUDOER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIOA 
-20.000 MACH 0.259 SETA 6.900 REFS 0.3542 SG,FT,
 
' 000REFL 'E.2656 Iocos
 
1000REFS 








NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER E34 8 Vlb R3 (RC5161) 19 &C 70 PAGE 36 








0 0.1 .2 0.3 I,4 0,5 0.6 07 0.8 0.9 1., 1,1 1.z 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
SYMBOL RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
-20.0OD MACH O.Z59 8ErA 6.006 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
0 10l.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 





YwR P 0 .-4O0 INCH E S
 
Z0.P 0.99 2 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VlO R3 [RC5161) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 37
 














.5a .45 .40 .55 .50 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
SYMBOL ;RUDDER PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
aoko0000 MACH 0.259 BETA 6.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.F T 
ID - o10.000 REFL 6.265 INCH $ 
S0 0.000 REFB-XMRP 10.8560la-8640 INCHESINCHES-
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
REFERENCE 'FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-353 ;SCALE Q.0076 5C4E 
NAALIG30 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VLrO R3 CRC5161) I9 DEC 70 SPAGE 38
 
-RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS 
±Da I i J i BETArG.0 DEG i g rrrj 







--. 0 -0., -0.2 Ad0 0.2 .0.4 016 a's 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.9 
SYMBOL RUDDER JFARANE Il VALUES LITCEFCET LREFERENCE INFORMATION 
- o.co0 MACH 6,459 BETA C*Qpo REFS 0,3542 SG.FT, 








YMRP D 0000 INCRES 
ZMRP 0:9920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE ' NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE DDD76 SCALE 
NAAL G30 SSV DELT ORBITER B4 W8 VID R3 CRC5161) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 39 
COMPONENI MUJLOUP, BASELINE CONFIGURATION
 













-. "5 1 15 20 25 35 40 4* so 60 6530 55 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
T I O |DATA ,SET YBOL COFIGUR NDECRITION F=ARAETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORATION 
(TiC42) 0 NAAL 630 IS Y DELTA WING ORD17ER 84 BETA 0.500 REFS 0.3552 SQ.FT. 
(Rq;?Zl) 0 NAAL 630 !"6SYDELTA WING ORBITER B4 WS REFL 6.26Y6 INCHRES 
"RC5127;' * HAAL 630 : SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W9 REFB 1U,8560 INCHES





MACH S I25IG,9 













-i i 5 10 Is BIT 95 so as 40 45 513 is 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RC5102 1 0 




AL63 a $SV DELTA WING ORBITER 
A 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
A 630 SSY DELTA WING ORBITER 









VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.0560 INCHES 
XMRF 10,8640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE a. Uar SCALE 
jPAGE 41 



















45 0 5 3 

.3 0 is 2D 25­
33 4 5 50 55 s0 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET S "S L (QNFId RATION DESCRIPTION FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO
(RC51fZ-j 0 NJAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 
 BETA 0,000 REFS 0.554t SO.y.
R5 0 AL 6 0 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W8 REFL 6.2656 INIE4
,IRCI,2 0 9 AL a -SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 19 
 REFB t0.8560 INCVE
RC 63 
 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WS VI0 
 XHRF 10.8640 INCHESIIYMRF 





















0.0 0.1 O. 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.0 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COP
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC51a02 0 NAAL 630 55/ DELTA WING ORBITER 84 V A 0,000 REFS 0.3542 S&.FT. 
CRCSJZI 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WS REFL" 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCLZT) 2 NAA& 630 ,5VDELTA WING ORBITER 04 WD REFS 10.0500 INCHES 
(RCSITZ) NAAL 630 55 DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WS VIQ XRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 








I I j II 












.- .45 .40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .0 a9 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 .20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 





NAAL 630 :SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
NAAL 630 
t 
SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
S4 
84 WS 






IHCSI7} WAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
ARC51?z)NAAL 630 *SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
B4 W9 




















-44 1 .& 
0 2 0 4 112 
1.4 1.6
0.6 0.8 1 4 




PARA ETR C VLUES E E E CE INFO RATI ONATA ST S YAOL COFI U RTI ON ES C P I ( 

BETA 0.000 
 REFS 0.354Z SG.FT. I RC5182 0 REFL 6.656 INCHESNAAL 630 $5Y DELTA [N& ORBIT ER 4 {RCSIZZ1 0 NAAL 630 5SV ELTA ING OBITR 4 W6 REF B 10.856 0 INCHES
 QRC51 g NAAL 630 $ BV DELTA NG OB IT R 4 Wo 
XMRF 10.5640 INCHESNCH 




RgJ? NAAL 630 i 





- A H 0.259 
PAGE -45
 
COMPONENT EUIkUP W5 WING CONFIGURATION 






fRi 0I NAAL RR0 _DN 
CS 0. 
___ 
_ REFL 6.728 
-0. 
-0 ' 10 15 K02 30 35 40 4 ,-
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 




A7A SET SYMBOL C 4FIOAATIN DESCRIPTIN 
8C5382I fl NAAL 63 5WSSDELTA WING ORBlrER 
(6RC5541J S NAIL 630 .55W DELTA WING ORBITER 
CR 5345i 0 MAAL 650. SSV DELTA LIENS ORBITER 
















REFS 0.2957 SG.p T. 
REFL 5.7280 IF CfES 
REFB 9.9200 ItfEs 
XHRF 10.8640 II C$ES 
YNRF 0.0000 HkflS 
ZNRF 0.9920 INflES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCAI4 
PAGE 46 + 
COMPONENT BUILDUP W5 WING CONFIGURATION
 
90 - , . , + . + i_ i , f , 

















AL 630 SSY DELTA WING ORSITtER 04 
AL 63 0 SSV DELTA WIG ORITER 4 WII 
AL 630 $SV DELTA WING ORBTER B4 W12 





VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.2957 SQ.FT. 
REFL 5.7 zao INCHES 
REFS 9.9200 INCHES 
XMRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YMRF a.0000 INCHESZMRP 09920 INCHES 
SCALE 00076 SCALE 
PAGE 47 
.
"°-' '~~~~~ .. .;~.". I.. .. . ..~~ ".....  ....












-. 5 5 10 15 20 2 30 55 40 45 5 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA ET S NO L CONFIG RATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION, 
CSc38 b NA 3 S0V DELTA WING ORBITER B4 BtIA 0.D0 REFS 0.2957 SQ.tr.
CRCS) :SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W! REFL 5.72,0 INcs, 
(RC&S45) C0 N A S DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WA? REFS 9.9200 INCHOA 
(RCr34J A NA 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WII V3 XNRP 10.8640 INCHES; 
'YRP 0:0000 INCftEZNRP 0.0920 INC E$ 
SCALE 0,0076 SCAL' 
AG 45
MA 
03 PAGE. 48. 









_ __ _ 
-0.4 
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.T 0.8 0.9 1.0 11 1.2 
FOREBODY'DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONICURAfla* DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.2957 SQ.FT.
ICAC5382) 0 NAAI. 630 SSV DELTA WING ORtBITER 64 6E7A 0.000 REF'S (RC5S4I) 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 64 1411 REFL 5.7280 INCHES 
CRCSS45) 0 NAAL 630 S$V DELTA WING ORBITER 64 WI?2 REFB 9.9200 INCHES 
(RCSSAOJ A HAAL 630 5SV DELTA WING ORBITER 64 1411 V13 XHRP 10O.8640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 






COMPONENT BUILDUP W5 WING CONFIGURATION
 
___ _ _ _____I 




-. AA 35 .3_ 
-D.4 
"-0.0 
..2 035 o0 ,g B .1 5 .10 .5 , 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM 
DA174 SF-T SYMBOL COHFLGdRATION ESCRIPTION PARAHETRIC VALUES 
(RC538z) C) NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER D4 BETA 0.000 
IRCS 4 ) E3 NAAL 630, SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 Wil
'IC53451 NAAL 6301 SSV DELTA WINS ORBITER 04 W12 
(RC5340) a NAAL 630-ISSV DELTA WING ORBITER 04 Wil V13 
f-i 
MAH-Z9 
-. 65, -,l -,10is 
REFERENCE INFORHATION' 
REFS 0.2957 Sd.FT. 
RCFL 5.7aag IAGHES 
REFB S.9200 INCHES 
XHRP 10.864U INChBs 
Y.RF 0.4000 INCHES 
PAGE0.2C 
CL ,07 CL 
PA.E 500I_ 












S5YNAALNAAL 630630 $SV DELTADELTA 
TION 
ININ& ORBITERORBITER 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
B4 BETA 0.00084 1411 
REFERENCE INFOR14ATION 







DET N& ORBITER 
OLTA ING ORBITER 
NAH 029"SCALE 
84 W12 




























 5 lo 15 20 





DATA SET SYMBOL ALPHA. DEGREESCONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION (,RCT
30Z 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING O PARAMETRIC VALUES,R5 373j , J [3 RBITER84NA A L 6 30 REFERENCE INFORMATION
$ V D ELTA W INO OR BITER BETA (11000IRC53360) 8 4 W6 REFS0 NAAL 630 0 ,2957 sa.rj . ,
. AC" 4.is SSY DELTA WINO ORBITER R E F L84 W7 5 :7 2a
C$33y.) 0 IN C
 A NAAL 63D SSV DECTA WING REFSORBITER 
 9.9200
B4 W5 lVII INCHES 
XMRP
Z . 10.6640















la 15 20 Z3 30 35 40 45 30 51 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES 
DATA SET STMEQL 
IRCS302; 0IR¢5335s 0 
I RC5336) 2IRC5331} A 
ONIUAINDESCRIPTION 
AL 630 SSV DELTA WING.OBITER 
AL 630 SSV DELTA WIN4G ORBITER 
AL 30 SSV DELTA WINS ORBITER 










REFS 0.2957 SQ FT. 
REFL 5.7280 INCHES 
EFB 99zo0 INCHES 
MRP 10.0640 INCHES 
YNRP 00000 INCHES 
ZHRF 09920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 53 
COIPOt 4T VQIDUP W6 WING CONFIGURATION 
.~~ .. .. 
w .45 
.7 5 -w___ 













to 10"5 20 25 30 35 40 45 
,ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES 
"T" D CRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
'A 3 SSV DELTA WZN OR31TER E14 b A 0,900 
. ' ELT 
EA WINO ORBITER 04 W6 
M SS DELTA WINO ORBITER41 4 W 




50 55 60 5 
REFERENCE INFORHATIQN 
REFS 0.2957 SW.FT e
REFLA 5 ,72oEL 5720 ICE 
REFS S.SZ0D IN Hes 
XMRF 10.8640 INCHES 
YMRF 0.0000 INCHES 




COMPONENi EUILOUP W6 WING CONFIGURATION
 










0. 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.t 0.7 0.8 0.9 - 1.0 1.1 1.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC55832 
CRC53353 0 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORbITER 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
84 
84 W6 






IRCs 3 j 
NAAL 630 
NAAL 030 
SSV DELTA WING 











YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 0.9930 INCHES 



















.50 .45 til 3S .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .0l -. 0 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CL 4
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE 
INFORMATIQ$N
 
cqCs382) 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 BETA 0.000 REFS 0.2957 S .VT,.
(RC5335) 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W6 REFL 5.7280 INt$
 
REFS 9.9200 INCHES











IQ II ji I IJ I , I I I I I Ii I iI 
7\ 
4 MIR 
-t.6 -0.4 -0.2 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.6 1.0 4.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO FIC-URATION DE$C FTION -PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC53az) 0 NAAL 630 S5¥ DELTA IGORBITER 94 BETA 0.000 REFS 0.2957 $Q.FT. 
:RC5335; 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA INOORBITER B4 W6 REFL 5.7280 INCHES 
RC 336 NAAL 630 5BV DELTA I RBITER 84 W7 REFS 9.szoo INCHES (RCS33T) A NAAL 630 SSV DLA NSORBITER B4 W6 V11 XMRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YMRF 0 0000 INCHESZ9RF 0:9,20 INCHES
 
HAH .29SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
t_ pPAGE 57 















-. 0 5 1 15 20 g5 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAT4 SET SY4ROL CONFIOLATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION' 
(5122 0 NAAL 630 SSY DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W9 BETA 0.000 REFS 0.5542 S0.,1l. 
CR-5143) 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WIN& ORBITER 84 WI2 REFL 6.2656 IN t 
(RC$136) 0 NAAL 630. 53Y DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W7 REFB 10.8560 ZNCiES 
XNRF 110.8640 INdHfE
 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHas 
ZHRF 0.9920 INCHES
 
NAH .29SCALE 0.0076 SCALEEACH
 
PAGE 58' 





50 Is 10 5 1 3 3 0 o5 5 0' 5 
59 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGRELS 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
CRC5IZJ H AL 630 SSW DELIA WING ORSITEEP 04 WD BETA 0.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.
~RC5I45v 0 N AL 630 SSW DELTA WINO ORIE 5 i I i EFL l PAGE 6.5 , ICE i_ l l l t t l l l I I Ii t i I59 ,(RCSIJGI~ 0 WT
NL6055DETWIGOBITER 64 REEB Io.&560 INCHES 
XNRP I0.8640 INCHES 
THINP 0.06000 INCHES 
ZKRF O.99ZO INCHES 
MACH 0.250 





















-5 O 5 AD is 20 25 30 35 43 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREE5 
04T #ET SYMBOL CONFIrURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES 
(RCjl7| 0 NAAL 64P -S5V DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W9 BETA U.000111c,,,,, 0 NAAL 6 p SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W12 
(RC,136) 0 NAL 63D SSY DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W7 
MACH g 
" -5BD 5 60 G5 
REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
REFS 0.3542 Sq-FT.
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 ' XHRF 1U.8645 ES 
YHRF 0.00O0 1 C ES 
ZHRF 0.9920 lk¢ FS 
SCALE 0.O076 SCALE 
PAGE 6q­









0. 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 O.v 0.9 1.0 1.1 1.2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF 
DATA SET SY.90L C0NFIGURATION ESCERIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 







SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 











X4RP 10.SS40 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZNRF 0.9920 INCHES 
HACH 0.259 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
PAGE 61 
DELTA TIP MING COMPARISON
 
. . . . - -° . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ._ .. __.. .. . . . - - _'__ . . I . . . _.. . 




0Q.4 	 . . . . 
- 0°t .4 .40 .39 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 tUD -. 05 -. 10 .o15 -,20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLH
 
DATA $ET SY'30L CONPFGURAT!01 DESCRIFTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATIO 
(RqS47) 0 NAAL 6 0 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER S4 WD 
 BETA 0.000 "• REFS 0.354Z sd.rt. 
qC5145, 0 NAAL " 0 SSV DELTA WING OBITER 84 W12 	 REFL 6.265S xatwth (RC5$61 0 NAAL 60 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WT 	 REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
XNRP 10.6640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INtHES
 




DELTA TIP WING COMP$RISON 







-t.0 -0.4 -0.2 .0 0.2 0.4 0. 6 0.0 1.11 1 1.4 1.6 1.8 
LIFT COEFFICIENT. CL 







NAL 630 S5¥ DELTA 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA 
NAAL 63a SSV DVELTA 
ING ORBITER 














XBRF 10.8640 INCHES 
YHRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRP 0.*9920 INCHES 
















-o-5 5 0 20 25 30 35 40 45 5a B a0 ob 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
D~tj SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(IRqS zp 0 HAAL "U0 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 04 W DCTA 0.000 REFS 3.542 sQ.FT,
( 511) [] NAAL 63D SSV DELTA WXNG ORIE 4:I EL 62656 INCHESURC51351 * NAAL 630 S&V DELTA WING ORDITERI 4 W6 REFS 10.856U INCHES 
XMRP 10.8640 INCHES














to is 0 s 0 5 0 4 s s e 
4A515 AL60SVDET IGORIE 4W6RF 
___ 080 ICE 
-.­ £ illl~~~~1O 15 20 25 1[ 30 ~lIllel35 40 ~~~YRi.000 0#45 50 tlII...55 60 INCHESIt65 
-ANGLE CF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES 





AM. 682SS DELTA WINGO RSITER 
M 652 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 







VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
REFS 0.3542 SQFT, 
REEL 6.2656 INCHES 
REPS 10.8560 INCHES 
XNRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YNRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
















230 5 10 15 20 2 30 35 40 4S 50 55 60 05 




T SET SYMBOL CONfGIURATION DESCRIFTIOf PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORNATI9N
 
R 2 2; CJ NAAL §30 SSY DELTA WIND ORBITER B4 WS BETA 0.000 REFS 0.3542 A.FT­
lfl 4 0 A. 630 SSV DELTA WINS ORBITER B4 W11 REF. 6.2656 INCHES 
(*CJ35) 0 NAAL &O SSV DELTA MIS ORBITER 84 W6 REFS 10.8560 INCHES 























-0.6,00.0' 1 0 2 0.B 0.,4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0 '9 1. 1.12*
 
FOREBODY ORAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 







SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 
S4 WS 
84 WII 






(RCS15S) 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W6 REFB X0.8560 INCHES 
XMRP 10.6640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.0000 INCHES 
ZMRF 0.992C INCHES 







.D 0 .a.6 - O.. .. . 
U 
-0.4 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
PITCHING MOMEN]T COEFFICIENT," CLM"
 






'A L :3D 
5SV DELTA WING ORBITER 
































S D ;I 
(RC5S21} 1 NAAL 05 YORDTER ING 04 WI_ REFL _ ,_54 INCHFSV DELTA 

g L6 256 I CE
SV D L? Nl ORITER S. "1



















IL 0. LiT 
-0
 
5 0 :5 111 33 40 45 so 55 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
s¥N L BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
_ REFERENCE INFORMATZON 
0 .o0 MACH D.Z59 ORK? 0.00 REFS 0.4256 Sa t;
- 0.2 REFL 7.152 1 
5o a REFS 9 0400 1 Ncl 11
-0 X.RF 108640 Int I 
YMRFZ P o.oao0 990 000s
I.t rb 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351' SCALE 0.0076 SCJLE 
NAAL E30 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER WIO V12 18 DEG 70R4 NRC52C3)PAGE 70
 





5 5a i s a , A A 35 4 D 4 5 5 0 5 U0 5 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL SETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 0.000 M ACH 0.259 BRKT 9.000 	 REFS 0.4256 SQ.FT. 
0 	 .000 REFL 7.1552 INCHES 
REFB g:0400 INCHES 
XMRP la .' 40 INCHES 
YMRP 0.00O0 INCHES 
ZMRP a.92 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE HAAL 630 NA-70-351 
 SCALE 0.00.76 SCA LE
 
NAAL rJ SV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5273] 19 DEC 70 PAGE 71
 










.50 a 5 15 2; 2s 30 35 40 45 so 55 60 es 
' ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES 
SYHgO 09TA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
P 0.000 MACH i 0.259 BERT 01000 REFS 0.4256 satpt' 
S5.000 REFL ?.1552 INCHES 
SREFS 9.0400 INCHES 
iXMRP la.8640 INCHES 
•Y3RF O.OOO0 INCHES 
zMZP 0.9920 lNe He5 
REFERENtE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 [RC5273] 19 OEC 70 PAGE 72 
_ _ 


























REF .0400 INCHES 
-.023P -. 
__ __ 00 INCHES__ 

3 - .0 0R- 7.1552 INCHES 
ZRP 0.9920 INCHES
 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-7O-35I SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5273) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 73
 
-04 
-EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET 'DEFLECTIONON SIDESLIP BRKT=O.O DEG
 









0 5 10 is 20 25 30 35 40 f6 30 55 so fis 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
-SYMBOL 9ETA PARAMETRIC VALUE$ REFERENCE INFORMATION 
D.000 HACH 0.259 13RKT OluagQ REFS 0.4256 SO FT. 
5'.O00 REFL 7.1552 INCH,§
qREFS 9.0400 IWNEHS 
XmRF 10.864a 114CHES 
YmRpp 0.9000 INtRES 
ZMRF 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALEREFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 

NAAL 630, SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO VIZ (RC5273) 19 13EC 70 PAGE 7C 
_ _ _ 

















o -. oo 	
__ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 
Li.
 





ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION

.0 00 MACH 0259 SAKI 0600 	 REFS 0.4256 Sa*FT.
 
E 5.00O 	 RFL 7.155Z INCHES 
REFS 90400 INCHES 





REFERENCE FILE NAAL 50 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5273) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 75
 
--





____ ___ _ 
C 
u 0.8 ____ 
U e 
L 





o0.0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.1 i,2 
FOREBOOY DRAG COEFFICIENT. COF 













XNRF 10.8640 INCk4 S 
YHRF a.000 INC$ES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-?0-351 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV bELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRt5273) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 76 

















.0 .45 .40 .35 .30 .25 ,0 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 ,2; 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 

























NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 (RC5273) 19 DEC 70 PAGE- •77 




























p a000 MACH 0.259 SRKT 
 0.000 










RE FE NCE F ILE ZHRP 0.9920

-,A30 NA-70- 5$ INCHES
 
SCALE 0 .0076 $CALF
 
NAAL 630 
 SSV DELT CRBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5273) 19pEC 70 PAGE 7§; 
1.8 














~1 .i .i .l .i .l . . . . . . I 1 . .* .e .i. .es .l .i.l .e l t l l i 
-5 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
O 0.000 MAC " 0G.59 R T i s.0OD 
 REFS 0.4Z56 So.FT.
 
o 5,Ooo 








REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0,0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 WIO'VI2 (RC5248) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 79
 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRI~r=I5, DEG
 
96 ll II l_ I l l l 

I l I I 








0 is 20 25 30 351 do 45 so 35 00 05
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
Sjkj6 SE7A PARAMETRIC VALUES 

REFERENCE INFORMATIONb oO00 AC1 0.259 RXT 15 000 REFS 0.4256 SQ.FT.
b. 0 

REFL 7.1552 R HES
 











NAAL 3DELTAREFOENCE FILE NAAL 630 HA-70-S5i
WING ORBITER SCALE 0.0076 SCALE
B4 WIO V12 CRC5248) 
 19 DEL 70 PAGE b0
 
EFFECT O0 ING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKT=I5. DEG
 
z 












Lii .45 -____ 
ANG.5, _ATTAC__ALPHADEGREE 
.0 
.400 REF NCE 
.25 ai24 4o0 65CHES 










NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5248] 19 DEC 70 PAGE 81 



























REFREiFIE A S0NA-7-E 
DEL AWIG ORBIER 
-. 00-S 0 51999 
PAAMTI C VAALUE 
ET IGOBTR 
OF A K H E 
__ _. 
_INCHE 
5 ATTA076 ALPAAEGEE 
B4REFER2ENC4) 
0 2030 33C0H4 














'C REFERENC5 INF76k 





































-.03 0 5 10 15 20 23 30 35 40 45 s0 55 60 65 
-ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0.000 HACH 0.259 ORKT 15.000 REFS 0.4256 SG.FT. 
o .0 REFL 7.1552 INCHESREFS 9.0400 
 INCHES 
XHRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YNRF 0.000a INCHES 
ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5248) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 83
 
















_ 000 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE .AAL630 NA-7-051 
NAAL 630- SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5248) 
RFB 
SCALE 
















0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 8.5 0.6 0.7 9.0 0.9 1. 1.1 1;2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT, COF
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAUETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
a 0.oo MACH 0.259 BRKT 15.000 	 REFS 0.4256 SG.FT. 
REFL 7.1552 INCHES5.000 









RaFERtHCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-?0-5a5 




























.50 .45 .40 .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 IU -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
 
SYM0OL OETA FARAMETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
0.000 MACH 0.259 BRKT 15.000 REFS 0.4256 ."F.
 
5.000 










REFERENCE FILE NAXL 63( NA-70.55'1 SCALE .0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV.iDELTA WING ORBITER B4 WI'T -V2 (RC5248) TS 'DEC 7.0 !PAGE ,6
 
























D4 56 5 .T7 L55 2 IN C H E S 
9.0400 INCHES 
a. 8640 INCHES.a .000 INCHES, 
NAAL 630 
REFERECE FALA NAAL U30 


















______ 7_______~0. .0.204 MACH 9 B4_0 5 













REFEREICO FILE NARL 650 NA-70-551 SCALE 0.0070 SCALE 
NAAL 830 SSV DgLTA W±NG ORBITER 'B4 W10 V-1'2 tCRC52503 1-9 DEC '70 PAGE 88 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKT=45. DEG
 
±Oo -2--,-r 1 -- rr--r -r--rr- -,--,r- rr-r--r= -r-rr -r,--r -,-r, -r--r-,--r 
Nrr
 
" 0 3 10 15 20 23 30 35 40 45 so 53 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
010 NO OZ59 BNRT 45,QVU REFS 0.4256 So FT*
 []~ °O 
 RFL 7.155a IN&HE
 








F R E NFILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 
 5 A E 0 0 7 C L
 
NAAL 63 VDELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 {RC5250) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 89
 
40 























FATC, LHC ERE 
ERNEIF~ TO 
R-j90[0 {H' 

















D9 D4 C 
5 
I,' 
70 56G 6 




EFFECT OF SfING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKT=45. DEG
 

















-. ~-5 a- . 5 lo 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
o .000 MACH 0.93 ERKT 45,05a REFS 0.4256 SQ.FT. 
5.0 EFL 7 1552 INCHES
 
0 .00REFS 9:9400 INCHES 
XMRP 10 . 640 IncHMES 
YMRP a .000 INCHES 
ZMRP a . 920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-7U-351 SCALE 0. 0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 CRC5250) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 91
 





















is 20 25 30 3 5 40 .5 50 55 6 0 65S 0 o 

ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
REFERENCE INFORMATIONSYMOL ,,BETA -ARAETIC VALUES 
,REFS 0.4256 S 0,FT.
.a 	 . 00 A H 0. 59 RKT 4 6 000 B 9 0400 INCHES 
olEF REFL 7.1552 I CH S 5 . 0 

.4RF 	 10,8640 Icif 











NAAL s30 SSV D L'T'A WINGtORBITER 84 W-1O .V12 (RC52501 19 QEC 70 PAGE 92 





















-5 a 5 to is 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
SYMBL BETA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORM2ATION 
0 0.000 MACH 0.239 SRKT C5.01- REFS 0.4256 "SQ.Fr. 
0 .OO0 REFL REFB 7 1552 9.0400 
INCHES 
INCHES 







REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-705I51 SCALE M.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W1O V12 (RC5250) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 93
 
65 













. .2 0 .3 4 .5 .6 - 1.7 U . 6 0 .9 1 .0 1 . 2 I . a 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF 
PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
MACH 0.259 BRKT 45.000 REFS 0.4256 sQ.rT. 
REFL T.1552 INCHESREFS .040O INtHIES 
XMRP 10 8640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.000 INCHES 
ZMRF 09920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-35X SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 tRC5250) 4-9 OEC 70 PAGE 94, 
EFFECT OF STING OFFSET ANGLE BRACKET DEFLECTION ON SIDESLIP BRKTz45. DEG
 
1d.6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ zI _ _ _ _ _ _ 





L 0.2 RE__ 715 INH 
0.0 10:640 INCHES 
EE.C5.4F .35 .30 .25 .20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -*.G -. 10 -. C -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CL10
 
SyNSOL BETA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION
 
o 0.000 MACH 0.259 ORKT 45.000 	 REFS 0.4256 SO.FT. 
o 	 5.000 REEL 7.1552 INCHES 
REFS 9.0400 INCHES 
X,4RF 10.8640 INCHES 
YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
2MR? 0.9920 INCHES 
REFERENCE FILE NAAL 630 NA-70-351 	 SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 830 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER BA WIIO V12 CRC5250-3 19 DEC 70 PAGE 35
 








SYNBOL 85TA 	 ARM ICVLE LITCEF IN ,CLREFERENCE'INFORMATION' 
0.0O MAH..5O 5.0 	 REFS 0.4Z56 soFT.
 










.. EEEC I NAL6DN-O31SCALE 
 0.0076 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SS WEGOBTR8 I 1 R55319 DEC 70 PAGE 9G, 





- _ _ 
___ 








,__ ___ ______ 
ag 5 10 is 20 27 30 35 40 45 so 3 60 es
 
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
 
6ATA SET SYH30L -ONFIGURATiON DESCRIPTION PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 




N AAL 630 
SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 

















ZMNP 0.9920 INCHES 









L JI3 is go 25 30111 
 31 4a 45 50 55 60 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DAiA T SYMBOL ONJURATIOX DESCRIFTION PARAMETRIC VALUES(RCB1?AL 63 REFERENCE INFORHATIO4
SSV DELTA WING ORBITR B4 W$ 
 VID B£-OD 
 U RD E
IRC 2 4 .g R S054 GA L : 30 5 V DEL TA V IN G OR B ITE R 84 W IL V13
Rc 0 A R FSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W6 VII , S S I C






 SCALP. O.G76 SCALE
 
PAGE 88 













U . . . . . 
z 
C 
- 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 AD 45 56 55 So 65 
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PARANETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RCIITZI 0 NAAL 03a 55V DLLTA WING ORBITER 04 W VIZ BETA 0.500 RUDDER 0.009 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT.(RCS140) 13 NAAL 630". $V DELTA WING ORBITER 04 Wit V13 
-REFL 6.?656 INCHES 
IOC5137' 0 HAAL 63a SSV DELTA WIN& ORBITER 04 WS VII REFS 10.8560 INCHESIRES1731 A .. 'L 65g1 55VDELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIO V12 XMRp 10.8640 INCHES
 
YMRF 0 Doca INCHES 







_cil 0.8 	 _ __ 
H­
-. 4 
W.. 	 0 .2 .3 0 .4 0 5 0 .6 0 .7 _ _ _. 0 . 0 Q 9 1 .0 2 
FOREBODY DRAG COEFFICIENT. CDF
 
DATA SET S rMSL C04FIOURATION DESCRIFTION 	 PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
(RC51J72) 0 NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W6 vIO BETA 0.000 RUDDER D.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
(RCS1401 0 NAAL 630 SSY DELTA WING ORBITER 64 1411 V13 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
(RCS137; 2 NAAL "0G SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W6 V11 REFB 10,0560 INCHIES 
(RC5173J HAAL 630 35V DELTA WING ORBITER B4 WIG V12 	 XMRP 10.8640 INCHES 
YMRP 0.9O00 INCHESZ MR0 0 992D I CHE S
 





















0 .4 .40 .35 .30 .t3 .210 .15 .10 G .00 .0s -.10 -. 15 -. 20 
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
 







SSV DELTA WING ORITER 

















SSW DELTA WING ORBITER 











Y1HRP a.DOUG INCHES 
ZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
MACH 0.259 SCALE 0,0076 SCALE 
PAGE 101
 







0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 I.s
--A.G -G e -0.2 13 0.2 0.4 0.6 
LIFT COEFFICIENT, CL
 




(RCS 73J A 
CONJFIl;URATIO DS 
HAAL 636 SSV DELTA 
HAAL 636 SSV DELTA 
NAAL 636 SSV DELTA 






84 W& VIO 
54 W11 V"3 
04 W6 V11 
B4 U110 V12 
BETA 
PARAMETRIC VALUES 
0.0O0 RUDDER O.000 
REFERENCE INFORHlATIONI 
REFS 0.3542 SG.Ff. 
REFL 6 2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.656D IPmcns 
XMRP 10.8640 INCHES 
ymRF O.0000 INCHES 
ZHAF 0.9920 INCHES 
;ltH Oo9SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
amPAGE 102" 












oMR-. 900 INHE 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, OEGREES 
SymbOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
0 ,O0.0 ACH 0.959. REFS 0.3542 $q-FT, 







YHRF 0.0000 INCHES 
DATA 6;57SCODD LEP B.A76 RSCALS SLALE 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 RXF516")IS DEC 70 PAGE 103 
EFFECT OF MNLE OF ATTACK BWS 'CONFIGURATION 
z I 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES 
SV"BL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 








S 35.uop YHRP q.DODOO INCHES 
ZURP C .9920 INHES 
DATA H1T. CODE Mt#rV SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV 09ETA WING ORBITER B4 W8 CXCSIS2) ]di DEC 70 PAGE 104 
EFFECT OF ANGLE OF ATTACK BW8 CONFIGURATION 
.14 	 __ ____ 
.12 




















LL 	 I.0 
-' p A4 . . -.1 	 2 2 3 4 5 a 7 a 9 ± 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFlA FARAHNTRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION 
) 0no FACH 0.50 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
o 12.000 	 REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
O I ° 0 0X 
 REFB 10.8560 INCHES
zi.ooo 	 M DP 9 6 4 9 IN C H E S
 





DATA HIST. CODE m*EV 

NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 tXC5162) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 105
 
EFFECT OF A;GLE OF ATTACK WB NI RYTIN 0 
- ~ ~ ~ 
-r,-r-rrrr
















 ,q9O nACH 04 59 SIDE SLIP AN LE. BE EGREES 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARIAMTRI VALUES REFERENC INFORMATION
REFS 
 54Z 
 $G ,FT.S .OD 




00 6 20 INCHES 
SCAL E a 7l SCALEDATA HIST CODE *EV 

NAAL 630 SSV D L A W&NG ORBITER B4 8 XC51 DC 70 P E 106
 
__ 
EFFECT OF ANOLE OF ATTACK 4W39 CONFIGURATION
 










5- . 4 -3 2 a 4 5 6 a 9 s o 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE- BETA, DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAHETRIC VALUES 
 REFERENCE INFURNATION0.00 o MACH 0.250 
I 	.000 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT ,
REFL 6 2656 INCHES
% 
.0B1.000 
 REFS 10,8560 INCHES 





ZHRF a 9920 INCHES
DATA MIST. COD M*EV 
 SCALE 0:0 0 6 $CA LE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W9 XC5166) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 107
 











-5 -4 -5 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYNSOL ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
O 0.000 MACH 0.259 REFS q.3542 SO.FT. 
REFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS 10.8560 INCHES 
12.000 

S 21.000 XNRP 10.,640 INCHES 
. 3o.000 y)RP 0.000 INCHES ZNRP 0.9920 INCHES 
DAYA HI T. CODE H*EV SCALE 0:0076 SCALE 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER 84 W9 (XC5166) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 108
 















. . . . .

- .. 
-S -4 -3 -2 -! 0 2 a 4 5 6 7 8 9 t0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES 	 REFERENCE INFORMATION 
S O.OOO MACH 0.259 REFS 0.3542 SQ.FT. 
S 12.000 £RFL 6.2656 INCHES 
REFB 10.8560 INCHES 
21O0XI4RP 	 100840 INCHES 
30.000 	 YNRF 0.0000 INCHES 
ZHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.00?6 SCALEDATA HIT. CODE N49V 

NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W9 CXC51BG) 19 DEC 70 PAGE. 109
 














I-I-_ _ __--__ _,______ ___ 
NAL(0SV-3T IG RIE 4 9PG l 

















REFERENC INFORMATI ON , 
R F 3542 SO.FT. 
R 2656 INCHES 
REF 1!00.856a INCHES 
x p Q.8640 INCHES 
q.0000 INCHES 
ZMR 099 INHCHES 
SAE Cr.007 6 SCALE , 







N 3-d 2 I O i 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
 




0.0 NoD U.259 
 REFS 0.3542 SG.FT.
 
S 12.000 REEL 6.2656 INCHES
 
S 21.000 REFS 10 8560 INCHES
 
XFRF 10:8640 1NCHES30.000 




DATA MIST. CODE - N*EV SCALE O.,u5 SCALE
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 V]O - CXC5157) 19 DEC 70 PAGE ill 
















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
 
SYNBOL ALFPA PARAXETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORHATION 
o or3 MAC" 0.REFS 0554 SQ.FT,
o i.000 REFL 6.2656 INCHESIZ00REFS 10,8560 INCHES 
o 21.000 XNRF 10.8640 INCHES: 
O o 






DATA MIST. CODE H4EV
 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIO CXC5157) 19 DEC 70 PAGE 112
 
__ _ 















LL - o -w 
-. 32 
- -4 - 1 z 3 4 5 "6 7 6 9 10 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
 
SYnSOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUE-S REFERENCE INFORMATIOn 
0 ,loq HACH V.Z59 REFS 0.354Z SG.FT. 
0 s.000 REFL 62GSO NHCZ 
-. .000 " RFB 108560XHRF 64  INCHES 
- 0 
_ YNRP ' .000 INCHES 
zHRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALEDATA MIST. CODE N*KV 
NAAL 630 SSV DELTA WING ORBITER B4 W8 VIO CXC5157) 19 DEC 70 PAGE '113
 


























DATA HIST. CODE H*EY 







5 6 Y 8 9 10 
REFERENCE INFORMATION 
F9S 0.3542 SQFT. 
REFL . 6.2656 INCHES 
REFS i'0.8560 INCHES 
XHRF 10.8640 INCHES 
TMRP 0.0000 INCHESZMRP 0.9920 INCHES 
SCALE 0.0076 SCALE 
19 DEC 70 RAGE 114 
